


13. PREHISTORIC INDIA: its Place in the World’s Cultures: by Panchanan Mitra: [chapters: geology and prehistoric archaeology, first migrations and Indian fossil skulls, pre-chellean cultures, the karnul cave –dwellers, lost paleolithic phases, prehistoric art, prehistoric metallurgy, the Indian megaliths, with 15 chapters, appendix, notices, etc. Calcutta, 1923. rebound. pp 286, xvi, index, appendix, 32 plates, Rs-2000/-

14. The Successors of the SATAVAHANA-s in Lower Deccan: by D. C. Sircar. present volume is to give a detailed account of the dynasties that ruled in lower
deccan after the decline of the satavahana till the country was conquered by the calukyas. Calcutta, 1939. Royal size. Rebound. pp 418, xvi, with a map. Rs. 2000/-

15. Excavations in Mayurbhanj [Orissa State] by Nirmal Kumar Bose, and Dharani Sen. [discovery of the palaeolithic site at Kuliana, geographical and geological observations at Kuliana, observations in connection with Burhabalang River, Excavation and Tolls Recovered in Situ, Clasification and Description of Tools, etc. Calcutta, 1948. Royal Size. Rebound. pp 130, xvi, with maps, plans, plates, tables, figures, finds, etc. Rs. 900/-


24. Pracya-Siksa- Suhasini: Seventy –Fifth Aniversary Celebration Volume of the Department of Ancient Indian History & Culture: Editor: Samaresh Bandyopadhyay. The Volume Has Two Papers: Part-1: is entitled !dept.of Ancient History & Culture: and it has eleven well defined and Exceedingly Interested Sections:
Part-2: is titled !research Papers on Ancient Indian & Culture! & it Contains eighteen very illuminating Articles from Reputed Indian & Foreign Scholars:-


27. The Ethics of the Hindus: by Susil Kumar Maitra: The Author's Approach is Analytical & not Historical. The Main ethical ideas of the Hindus are stated & explained with texts authoritative Sanskrit works. Jaina & Buddhist ethics have only been occasionally referred to more by way of contrast than as an explication of the hindu point of view.

Part-1: the objective & social Ethics of the Hindus: Classification of the Duties,


30. Early Career of KANHOJI ANGRIA & OTHER PAPERS: by Surendra Nath Sen. [keeper of the records of the govt. of India] with an early Portuguese account of Bengal, A Portuguese account of Haider Ali, Lord Auckland on Delhi, Settlement of the Peshwa’s Territories, the Dutch Expedition on against Gheria, 1739, with 19 articles The papers reprinted in present volume deal with diverse topics… Calcutta, 1941. pp 241, xvi, index. Rs. 600/-


32. A Manual of Buddhist Historical Traditions (Saddhamma sangha) Translated into English for the first time: by B.C. Law. (with account of the writing of three Pitakas in Books, translation of the Attakatha on three pitakas, Tikkas of the three pitakas, the account of the advantages of writing the three pitakas, etc.) index) Calcutta, 2nd ed. Revised ed. Pp 138, vi, original condition. Rs. 600/-

33. The Agamasatra of Gaudapada: edited, translated and annotated by Vidhusekhara Bhattacharya, (with index of Tibetan verses, index of karikas, index of important words in the karikas, index of words in the karikas used in particular senses originally or mainly in Buddhist works, index of subjects, Mandukya Upanisad: Text & Translation, index of teacher, authors, scholars, and places, etc.) Calcutta, 1st ed, 1943, royal size. pp 455, English text. Rs. 1200/-


39. Asutosh Sanskrit Series NoVi: Pingalacchandah – Sutra a Study’ by Prof: Asoke Chatterjee Sastri. [text of the pingalacchandahsutra, 2-material science & the Vedanga, 3- metrical science, pingala the sage, the writer of the Chandahsutra, 5- analysis of pingala!s contents, 6-panini, pingala and Saunaka, 7-influence of pingala on Agneyachandahasara & other later writer on metrics, 8- commentators of pingala!s Chandahsutra, bibliography, index, etc. Calcutta, 1987. Royal size. Pp 136, xiii. Rs. 600/-

40. The KALIVARJYA!S or Prohibitions in the Kali AGE. Their Origin and Evolution & their Present Legal bearing, by Batuknath Bhattacharya, Kavyatirtha, Calcutta, 1943. Royal Size pp 212, viii. (Jogendra Chandra Ghosh Research Prize). Rs. 850/-


42. University Studies No: 1: History of the Medieval School of Indian Logic: by Mm. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, (Jaina Logic: era of Tradition, historical period, 2- Buddhist Logic: Old Buddhist references to logic, systematic Buddhist writer on
logic, the university of NALANDA, The Pala King, The University of Vikramasila, etc. Calcutta, 1909. Rebound. Pp 188, xxii, English Text & some Tibetan Text. Rs. 800/-


44. Buddhist Texts: As Recommended by ASOKA: with an English translation by Vidhuekharma Bhattacharya, Calcutta, 1948. royal size. with original pali texts and English translation, pp 40, 20, with a plates. Rs. 450/-


51. **Studies in Indian Antiquities**: By Hemchandra Raychaudhuri. Part-1: Vedic & Epic, Part-2: Geography; the study of ancient Indian geography, geographical literature in Sanskrit, Aryan occupation of India, on some rivers of Ancient India, Part-3: History and chronology; Buddhism in Western Asia, Pratihara Dynasty, Emperor Mahipala, The Soka Chakra- its symbolism, .. Part-4: Epic and geographical studies; aspects of Hindu civic life, the island home of Ravana, index, geographical, index, general index, first published, 1932, Calcutta, 3rd ed. Revised and enlarged ed. 1989. pp 335, xvi. Rs. 800/-

52. **ASOKA**: by D.R. Bhandarkar. (early life, Asoka's empire & administration, Asoka as a Buddhist, Dhamma, Missionary, Social & religious life from Asokan Monuments, Asoka's Place in History, Aka Inscriptions, index, etc.) Calcutta, 2nd ed. Revised & Enlarged. reprint Ed. 1932. 1999. pp 405, xxvii. Rs. 800/-


54. **Indigenous States of Northern India (Circa 200 B.C. to 320 A.D.)** with foreword by Prof. R.C. Majumdar, written by Bela Lahiri. [Part-1: fall of the magadhan empire, part-2: Monarchical states of Madhyadesa, Part-3: Tribal States of the Punjab Region, Part-4: Tribal States of Rajasthan & Madhya Pradesh, with list of inscriptions, bibliography, index.] This book deals with the political history of Northern India during the period of half a millennium that intervened between the fall of the MAURYA & the RISE OF THE GUPTA EMPIRE: THIS IS USUALLY REFERRED TO AS THE DARK AGE. Calcutta, first ed. 1974. royal size. Original condition. pp 398, xvi, index, plates, coins. Rs. 1600/-

55. **Studies in Arabic & Persian Medical Literature**: by Dr. Muhammad Zubayr Siddiqi, with a foreword by Dr. B.C.Roy, Calcutta, 1959. pp 274, with 11 plates, a plate in colour. Rs. 900/-

56. **Hadith Literature Its Origin, Development, Special Features & Criticism**, by Dr. Muhammad Zubayr Siddiqi. With some of the special features of Hadith Literature, The Sciences of Tradition, The Sciences: Chronology, Biography & Criticism, etc. The Importance & the History of the origin and Compilation of the traditions of Islam, according to the orthodox Muslim Doctors: ... Calcutta, 1961, royal size. English text. Pp 212, xxviii, original condition. Rs. 900/-
57. The Rights & Duties of the Indian Citizen. By V.S.Srinivasa Sastri, Calcutta, 1927. pp 116, xii, with a portrait. Rs. 650/-


60. Religion and culture of the Jains. Edited by D.C.Sircar, with 13 chapters by various authors. Calcutta, 1st ed. 1973. pp 152, vii, with index, plates. Rs. 800/-


64. PURANIC & TANTRIC RELIGION: [Early Phase] by J.N.Banerjea. [specially Hindu Iconography, made me take a great deal of interest in Puranic & Tantric religion. Calcutta, 1966. pp 188, xiii. Rs. 800/-


67. The Central Authority in British India: 1774- 1784: A Study of the Relations of the Supreme Council with the Madras Government under the Regulating Act of 1773. by A.P. Dasgupta. The present volume deals with the infancy of the central authority, studying the ninth section of the Act of 1773 round the story of the relations of supreme council with the Madras government from 1774- 1784. The background is the foreign relations of the English presidencies during an eventful period of ten years, and the work illustrates one of the many difficulties with which Warren Hastings was faced in the task of serving his employers.

Part-1: Rise of the Central Authority: the Initial Interpretation of the Act, The Struggle between Hastings and Rumbold, Supremacy of Hastings,
Part-2: The Reaction: early Relations of Hasting and Macartney, the Question of Military Command, the Position of the Nawab of ARCOt, The Treaty of Mangalore, conclusion, Appendix, bibliography, index. Calcutta, 1931. pp 368, xii, with maps. Rs. 1200/-

68. The Decline of the SALJUQID EMPIRE: with an introduction by Edward Denison Ross, written by Sanaullah Mawalawi Fadil. Part-1: institutions of the Saljuqid empire: the royal family and the court: Activities of Women, 2- Constitution of the Armed forces: relations with Amirs: Relations with Turkmen & Arab Tribes, civil administration: relations with the caliphate, religious opposition; economic factors.

Part-2: survey of the political history- mahmud b Malikshah's region, the reign of Barkiyaruq b Malikshah, the reign of Muhammad b malikshah, bibliography, index.

The subject he selected for his thesis was one which awaited special treatment. The twenty seven years which it covers from one of the most confusing period of Persian history. A.D. 1092 – 1117. Calcutta, 1938. rebound. pp 150, xxxviii. with chronological survey of events. Index. English text. Rs. 800/-


70. ROMANCE OF INDIAN JOURNALISM: by Jitendra Nath Basu. [is a painstaking historical study. It twelve chapters provide valuable background of
Indian Journalism from the beginning of the nineteenth Century, work not only discusses the evolution of journalism in India with detailed discussions on regeneration, political awakening & freedom struggle, but also figes the biographies of several Indian & foreign Journalist who are responsible for the development of this branch of social science in our country.


71. Education of Tribes in Eastern India: by K.P. Chattopadhyay
sandals, mundas, hos of Singhbhum, soras, lepchas, etc] Calcutta, 1963.

royal size. pp 166, viii. Rs. 680/-

72. CIVIL SERVICE IN INDIA: Under the East India Company: A study in Administrative Development: by Akshoy Kumar Ghoshal. [ thesis approved for the degree of doctor of philosophy of the university of London. ]
The work is mainly based, particularly as far as the earlier period is concerned, on manuscript records preserved in the Archives of India office. Use has also been made of printed material in the shape of parliamentary papers, official publications, journals, etc. with 9 chapters & appendix: scale of salaries of the civil servants of the company, regulation IX: 1800, regulation for the settlement & collection of revenue passed on 14th May, 1772, etc. Calcutta, 1944. pp 510, xii. Royal Size. Rebound. Rs. 1800/-

73. Stephanos Nirmalendu Ghosh Lectures: 1930-31:
The Contribution of Christianity to Ethics: by Clement C.J. Webb, M.A. D.Litt, Hon LL.D. [St. Andrews] [lectures- two great commandments, historical background of Christian ethics, Christianity & European civilization, religion & ethics in Christianity, asceticism in Christianity, Christianity & social service, conclusion, index.] Calcutta, 1932. pp 122, viii. Rs. 680/-

74. Slavery in the Bengal Presidency: 1772-1843: by Amal Kumar Chattopadhyay, foreword by Major J.B. Harrison, [doctoral thesis submitted at the University of London in 1963. is detailed study of Slavery in the Bengal Presidency from 1772 – When Wareen Hastings, the first British Governor General of the Presidency legally validated the institution in the British territories in India, which had existed in the sub-continent in more or less vehemence through the ages, until 1843. When slavery was finally abolished by Act V. [Slavery of Assam, Arakan, British attitudes towards slavery & anti-slavery measures in the Bengal Presidency [1774-1833], chapter 7: the abolition of slavery of the Bengal presidency [1822-1843] etc. bibliography index. Printed at Lahore, published by the golden eagle publishing house, London, 1977. pp 278, xvi. Original condition. Rs. 850/-
1. published by University of Calcutta:
JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SANSKRIT:
SAMSKRTA- BHARATI:


2. Following journal published by University of Calcutta: Kolkata:


Khuddakanikaya texts- A suggestion- Devaprasad Guha, Nibbanam Paramam Sukam- - Sukomal Choudhuri. Rs.600/-


Volume-8: 1998. Editor: Bela Bhattacharya, ( Buddhism in science, precursors to Jatakas and avadanas, Jitari!'s concept of reasoning on logic, with 16 chapters) Rs.500/-

Volume-9: 1999; Editor: Bela Bhattacharya.( indological researches and Alexander CosmaDe Koros,by D.K.Barua,The Birth of Buddha and the associated trees, ) etc. Tables. Rs.500/-

Volume-10: 2000. Editor: Bela Bhattacharya,( pali grammar vis a vis paninian grammar , by S.C.Sarkar, Buddhism is contemporary Thailand, etc) ,royal size, Rs.500/-

Volume-11: 2002. Editor: Mani Kuntala Haldar, ( Medicine in the pali vinaya rules, Buddhism in India as seen by Chinese pilgrims, …) etc. Rs.500/-

Volume-12: 2003: editor: Bela Bhattacharya, ( Advent of Mahavira & Jaina Philosophy, Short note on Agama literature in central Asia, Buddhist biological perspective of life, etc. Rs.500/-